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CLIMATE CHANGE INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY FRAMEWORK 

Awardee Summary  
CCITF PROGRAM Clean Technology Development 

PROJECT TITLE Next Generation of Clean Pipeline Technology for Energy Transport 

SECTOR Cleaner Oil and Gas, Energy Efficiency 

ORGANIZATION University of Alberta 

PROJECT LEAD Arman Hemmati 

AI PROJECT ADVISOR Richard Nelson 

GRANT AMOUNT $100,000 

START DATE To Be Confirmed 

END DATE To Be Confirmed 
 

PROJECT OBJECTIVE: To finalize the develop a new pipeline technology to induce “Large-Scale-Motion 

(LSM)” and “Very-Large-Scale-Motion (VLSM)” in the flow for transport of bitumen and oil products at a 
lower cost and environmental footprint across Canada. 
 
 

PROJECT PROFILE: This is a multi-university interdisciplinary project to finalize the development of a 

new pipeline technology for transport of bitumen and oil products at a lower cost and environmental 
footprint across Canada. This project will be carried out as collaborative project amongst mechanical 
engineers, chemical engineers and material scientists at three top-tier universities. The proposed 
technology builds on a proven concept that was completed at Princeton University in 2017 (See Figure 1). 
This pipeline technology uses a gradual variation of the pipe cross-sectional shape in pre-set spacings to 
induce “Large-Scale-Motion (LSM)” and “Very-Large-Scale-Motion (VLSM)” in the flow (See Figure 2). These 
results in lower pressure drop, higher mixing and axial flow rate (10%), as well as lower wall friction. 
Consequently, the pumping cost as well as the rate of erosion and corrosion decreases, while energy 
transport efficiency is improved. The current design, however, is only tested with water. The proposed 
project will explore the design modifications based on Canada’s energy transport needs. Using a 
combination of experimental analysis and design optimization supported by numerical simulations, we 
address the design modifications required for implementation of this technology in Canada. The final 
objective is to introduce a new, safe and more efficient pipeline technology for critical projects such as the 
Trans-Mountain Expansion, Energy East and Enbridge’s Line 3 Replacement Pipelines.  
Conventional approaches to flow manipulation and flow induction in pipes have been through the 
placement of vortex generators and flow control systems in the past. These technologies are problematic 
for viscous multiphase flows, such as bitumen, crude oil and hydrocarbon products in Canada, due to a 
higher than normal rate of erosion. Moreover, flow control systems are mechanical pieces that require user 
interaction and higher maintenance costs. The proposed technology employs a well-defined and gradual 
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variation of the cross sectional shape of the pipe, based on flow structures representing certain energy 
modes (See Figure 2), to reduce pressure-drop, increase axial flow rate, decrease wall friction, and lower the 
rate of slur condensation. There is no similar technology and R&D in Canada that the applicants know of at 
this time. The final objective of the proposed project is to develop a patent application based on an 
operational prototype that is tested in the field. 
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